
A God 921 

Chapter 921: clues 

The vast destruction of the sky, looking for a chaotic master is like looking for a needle in a haystack. 

When Wang Yi does not play cards according to the routine, it will undoubtedly be more difficult for 

those forces to find him. 

A woman in white stood barefoot in the void, and her eight eyes showed doubts on her face. 

Even if she stood there, there was a cyan streamer flowing all over her body, exuding invisible pressure, 

even if she looked at it from a long distance, it would make the Chaos Lord feel threatened. 

"Why is it that I've been chasing it for so long, and the feeling is still so vague?" 

"My secret investigation technique is aimed at a Chaos Realm, which should not be the case." 

If the chaotic masters of other forces see this woman, they will definitely feel tight, because this is a 

master of 'chaos ultimate realm'. In the earlier period of the origin continent, the strength description of 

the chaotic realm giants was compared at that time. Mo Huxi, the ultimate chaos of chaos, refers to the 

extremely terrifying, even reaching the level of a god-king in some aspects, that is, the ninth-level 

strength of the Yuanshen Palace. 

That is, the level of Cang Li Master and Gold Devouring Pagoda Master. 

This is an extremely terrifying existence, because of the path he takes, he can even see the 'future'. Of 

course it's a limited future! 

But it's not omnipotent. 

When she looked at the ruler of Jiujiang, it was like looking at a leaf falling with the wind. Because of the 

direction of the "wind", she knew that the leaf would fall in a certain direction, but exactly where and 

when it fell would depend on the situation. 

If the other party is the king of gods, she can't detect a trace at all. 

If it is similar to her strength, it is the existence of the ultimate chaos, and it is difficult for her to see it. 

If it is a chaotic master who is weaker than her, you can look at it. 

If it is the Eternal True God, then it will be clear. 

The eight-eyed woman in white looked at the front indifferently. Wherever her eyes went, there was an 

invisible force distorting, and in the dark space of the huge halo behind her, various time and space 

scenes were passing quickly. 

"I don't believe it anymore, and I still can't see that you are a chaotic master." 

"Wow~~~" In the halo space, it is gradually trying to form a picture of a lake, it seems to be a huge dark 

and empty scene, and there is a figure in it, which is gradually taking shape. 

But the next moment - Pong. The screen suddenly shattered and disappeared. 
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The figure of the woman in white trembled, and her breath vibrated violently. 

A look of surprise appeared on his face. 

"Still can't see through." 

The woman in white groaned. "It stands to reason that if the other party is just a simple chaos master, I 

won't even be able to realize the formation of the secret technique, so I can see it." 

"Either, the other party has a strong person to help hide it, so that I can't detect it, or there is any secret 

treasure on the other party's body, which can also hinder my tracking." 

As for the means of tracing, Palace Master Jiuzhen is very confident! There are so-called specializations 

in the arts, and in terms of tracking, I am afraid that more than half of the kings are not as good as the 

master of the nine levels of the Yuanshen Palace, the master of the Nine True Palace! 

Therefore, eating a deflated body on Jiujiang Master made Jiuzhen Palace Master feel a little 

unacceptable. 

"Of course... there is also a possibility that the opponent is very strong and is a master of the same level 

as me, but this is impossible." 

Jiuzhen Palace Master secretly said in his heart that the ruler of Jiujiang is a new chaotic realm. It is a 

well-known fact that he has broken through the years and less than an era of reincarnation. territory. 

"I didn't expect that the ruler of Jiujiang still has such means. It is more difficult than imagined. It is 

difficult to perform the secret tracking technique. This is difficult." The woman in white looked at the 

boundless dark space. 

In her perception, the position dominated by Jiujiang is still the Momo Lake. 

And in the vast Destruction Cave Sky, it would be just as difficult to track down a Chaos Master by 

relying on this Mohu induction, even if it wasn't to find a needle in a haystack. 

"Huh?" In the induction of the Jiuzhen Palace Master, the other party's trajectory has an additional line. 

"Who was he in contact with? That's a clue." 

As soon as the figure of the Jiuzhen Palace Master moved, he disappeared from the spot. 

...I don't know how long it took, in the outer areas of the ancient area, the Dragon Mirage Lord was 

intercepted. 

"Jiuzhen Palace Lord?" The Dragon Mirage Lord was surprised. 

Jiuzhen Palace Master is also a loose cultivator, but the status is different. 

The Jiuzhen Palace Master is the ultimate chaotic realm, and he is the strongest group among the 

chaotic masters. It is at least two grades stronger than the Dragon Mirage Lord. 

And also good at tracking. 

This kind of chaos master, the dragon mirage master dare not offend at all. 



"I ask you." Jiuzhen Palace Master was too lazy to talk to the Dragon Mirage Master, and asked directly: 

"Who have you seen recently?" 

"Just ask this?" The Dragon Mirage Master breathed a sigh of relief and began to remember honestly. 

"My last reincarnation era..." 

"The most recent thing I said was after the master of Jiujiang got the source liquid of the Seven Stars 

Sea." The master of the Nine True Palace said coldly. 

"If it was that time period? I only met these few people..." The Dragon Mirage Master told the Nine True 

Palace Master what he knew. 

What the Jiuzhen Palace Master cared most about was the indigenous powerhouse that the Dragon 

Mirage Lord met. 

"Are you sure he is indigenous?" Palace Master Jiuzhen looked at the Dragon Mirage Lord. 

"Yes, I'm sure, that is indeed a native." The Dragon Mirage Lord vowed. "I have dealt with a lot of 

indigenous people, how could I admit that I am wrong with the indigenous atmosphere." 

Jiuzhen Palace Lord stared at the Dragon Mirage Lord, eight evil eyes glowing with light all looked at it, 

and the halo space behind it was a faint sense of prying, which made the Dragon Mirage Lord feel hairy. 

"The trajectory I observed, that Jiujiang Lord should have been in contact with the Dragon Mirage Lord 

in front of him recently." 

"But the dragon mirage master said that it was an indigenous." 

"Aboriginal?" The woman in white snorted coldly. 

"Interesting~www.mtlnovel.com~ has ruled out all the impossible options, and the remaining ones, no 

matter how incredible, are the facts that are closest to the truth. 

"The Lord of Jiujiang is actually disguised as a native, and even the Lord of the Mirage can't see it at all. 

This kind of camouflage ability is rare in the Lord of Chaos. With such a method, it is no wonder that 

there has been no rumors until now." Jiuzhen Palace Lord I thought to myself, "Even if it was me, if he 

hadn't come into contact with the Dragon Mirage Lord and left clues, I wouldn't have found it at all." 

"Palace Master Jiuzhen, is there something wrong with that native?" Lord Long Mirage is also a smart 

person. According to the question of Palace Master Jiuzhen, he also guessed something. 

Jiuzhen Palace Lord glanced at the Dragon Mirage Lord. Since the goal has been achieved, she is too lazy 

to say anything more to the Dragon Mirage Lord. 

"What do you want to do in this palace, and you also take care of it?" 

Jiuzhen Palace Lord left from the Dragon Mirage Lord in a flash. 

The Dragon Mirage Lord stayed where he was, and was very angry at the arrogant attitude of the 

Jiuzhen Palace Master, but he did not dare to attack, because it was afraid of being discovered by the 

Jiuzhen Palace Master who might not be far away, so he only dared to scold in his heart. 



At the same time, there was a doubt lingering in his mind. "Palace Master Jiuzhen should be looking for 

the ruler of Jiujiang. She asked me that. Could it be that the native is the ruler of Jiujiang?" 

Chapter 922: in-depth 

Wang Yi glanced behind. I don't know if it was an illusion, but he always felt that there was another 

prying eye cast just now. 

Based on the information he had obtained, Wang Yi could probably guess the reason. "It should be some 

kind of tracking method." Wang Yi couldn't help but worry. "Did you find me? It seems that I can't stay 

here any longer." Even if there is only a slight chance of sailing carefully, Wang Yi will not take this risk. 

But where to go next? 

The huge destruction of the cave, where can stop these crazy pretenders? 

Become a strong man and infiltrate a stronghold of a force? It was still easy to expose, and it was 

difficult to run at that time. 

Wang Yi looked into the depths of the dark space. 

It seems that now, only the danger of destroying the depths of the cave can stop those people. 

Now that he had made up his mind, Wang Yi no longer hesitated, and flew to the inner area of the 

destruction cave. 

"I want to see if you dare to chase after me." 

... 

Destroy the depths of the cave. 

Lord Bao Liu, who was setting up near a deep star of destruction, suddenly had a bad premonition. 

Following the sudden feeling, he looked towards the direction outside the Destruction Cave. 

But nothing was found. 

That feeling disappeared quickly, as if it was just an illusion. 

Lord Baoliu frowned. 

As a **** king, of course he would not ignore this kind of feeling. 

"Could it be that something unfavorable to me is going to happen?" Lord Bao Liu thought to himself. 

But he thought about it, and couldn't figure out, what could make him feel it. 

"A certain **** king doesn't want to see me succeed and is ready to destroy? Or..." 

Lord Boru felt a sense of urgency. 

"There are many night dreams, it seems that I have to do more preparations." 

"Hopefully the backhand I've left behind will work." 
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In order to find the ruler of Jiujiang, the various factions that destroyed Dongtian, centered on the place 

where the Seven Star Sea Origin Liquid was born, quickly turned the neighborhood upside down. 

However, the whereabouts of the ruler of Jiujiang have still not been found. 

"The ruler of Jiujiang still hasn't been found?" 

"Impossible, so many powerhouses are sent out to find them together, and there are many gods and 

kings. How can they not find a chaotic master. That Jiujiang master is so powerful? I don't believe it." 

"Maybe, he hid on a strong man and let him take him away." 

"There is also the possibility." 

"Damn, those cultivators and the ancients came over, messed up the situation, and distracted us too 

much." 

The powerhouses of the original life camp are discussing. 

Kuizu was also talking to several god-kings of primitive life. 

In the void, several towering and endless existences covered the infinite space, the huge figure, the vast 

breath, as if the void could collapse. 

This is the powerhouse of the God King, a great existence whose life level is comparable to that of the 

real primitive universe. 

"Kuizu, didn't you find out?" 

"Anzu, this cultivator came from your side. You have the most people, and you haven't found any 

traces." 

"That cultivator is quite capable." 

"I haven't found it for so long, maybe it has left our area." 

"No one's whereabouts, we still have to keep looking and can't give up." 

The peak existences of several primitive beings all feel that there is little hope of finding the ruler of 

Jiujiang. 

If you find the Jiujiang ruler from the beginning, you will definitely be able to take away the Qixinghai 

source liquid. 

But after so long, no one was found, and other forces were involved. Although primitive beings resisted, 

they couldn't completely stop it. 

With so many powerful people sneaking in, it is easy for the Jiujiang ruler to escape. 

They can't always arrest all the practitioners they see. 

Practitioners' god-kings have come in a lot, unless they want to fight against cultivators. 

But for the sake of the Qixinghai source liquid, this is not the case. 



A humanoid existence in the primordial life king nodded, "Few of us are good at tracking, otherwise 

people would have been found long ago. It would be too late to call Suzu and the others now. That The 

practitioners who got the seven-star sea source liquid may have left our area and went to other places. 

Although we have blocked the border area, but the place is so big and the loopholes are still not small, it 

is impossible to completely prevent people from leaving." 

"Of course... there is still a possibility that the practitioner is still hiding in our area and has not been 

discovered." 

Several **** kings have no good solution. Although they are strong, they are not omnipotent. 

"Look for a while, and you can't stop until you really confirm the whereabouts of the Jiujiang ruler." 

Primitive life is looking, and ancient people and practitioners are also looking for traces of the ruler of 

Jiujiang. 

It's just that as time passed, many searchers found it difficult to find Jiujiang Lord and consciously gave 

up. 

"I haven't found it for so long, there's no hope." 

"Let's go, let's go back, those primitive beings are staring at us." 

Many of those who gave up were loose cultivators, and those forces were still trying to find the ruler of 

Jiujiang. 

There was actually an exchange of information between them in private, and spies were even arranged 

on all sides. 

As long as there is a slight disturbance, they can receive news. 

From the current point of view, the lucky ruler of Jiujiang did not return to the Wujianlou stronghold, 

nor did he leave Destruction Cave. 

"The ruler of Jiujiang was not discovered by primitive life." 

"It should have escaped to a certain area." 

"continue searching." 

In the destruction of the cave, occasionally there will be some big treasures of chance, and the treasure 

of the seven-star sea source liquid can be ranked first in history, enough to make the gods and kings 

fight. Since the results have not come out, those forces are of course not give up easily. 

As for the indigenous people of the ancient clan, they are completely for fun. For them, no matter 

whether this treasure is useful or not, it cannot fall into the hands of practitioners. 

If it is used by a chaotic master, it is fine. If it falls into the hands of a **** king, or if the terrible **** 

king cultivates an extra powerful clone, the ancients are undoubtedly unwilling to see such a situation. 

For practitioners, the ancients are very hostile and hateful. 



"Look! Find the ruler of Jiujiang! People are killed, and even if necessary, the treasures cannot fall into 

the hands of practitioners." 

The senior officials of the ancient clan also issued orders. 

A large number of indigenous powerhouses were dispatched, and some of the gods and kings joined 

forces to break into the cultivator's territory and explore wildly. 

When the cultivators saw it, they cursed at most, but couldn't say anything more, because their people 

were also looking for exploration in the indigenous people~www.mtlnovel.com~ But so many forces 

searched like crazy, but still did not find the ruler of Jiujiang 's whereabouts. 

In other words, it has not yet been confirmed where he is. 

Even those who are good at tracking, such as Jiuzhen Palace Master, some **** kings and the like, can 

only sense the direction of Mohu, but the exact location is Momohu and cannot be confirmed. 

In the majestic palace, the Purple Wood God King was condescending, and beside him, there was a 

figure shrouded in black shadows. Below is a large group of respectful Chaos Masters. Outside, there are 

countless powerful but silent world beast legions, and the vast coercion envelopes the whole world. 

"It's good news that the ruler of Jiujiang has not been found yet." The Purple Wood God King said coldly. 

"Theodore, lead the team yourself, find the ruler of Jiujiang, kill him, and kill him completely." 

"If necessary, I will go too." 

"Yes, master." The world beast king said respectfully. 

"Yicheng Eternal True God is the perfect small universe with a diameter of 100 billion light-years in the 

legend. He is so talented and quickly becomes the master of chaos. If he doesn't get rid of it sooner, who 

knows how far he can grow, I really didn't expect that the remnants of Wu Kingdom The members have 

all wandered into the sea of cosmos, and they have caused me this trouble." The Purple Wood God King 

whispered. 

Chapter 923: Theodore the Beast 

"Master of the Rock, Master of Fu Kun, about finding the Master of Jiujiang, I will ask you two." The 

Purple Wood God King said to the two strong men standing at the front under the steps. 

"Your Majesty the God King, we will do our best to find out the ruler of Jiujiang." Lord Rock and Lord 

Fukun said with a smile. They are different from the other Chaos Lords in the hall. They do not belong 

directly to Tianmu Kingdom, but other forces. . 

However, the Purple Wood God King specially brought them here. 

Because Tianmu Kingdom is a powerful country, and there are more chaotic masters than other 

countries, but none of them can take a shot in the pursuit of one. 

Still that sentence, there is a specialization in the art industry, even if the strength is as strong as the 

king of gods, it may not be as good as the master of chaos in some respects, and even the eternal true 

**** is not impossible. 
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The Lord of Rock and Lord of Fu Kun are both very strong and proficient in tracking and tracing, so the 

Purple Wood God King specially invited them over to track the Lord of Jiujiang. 

So they have a cooperative relationship with the Purple Wood God King. 

Of course, they didn't dare to offend the terrifying God King who enslaved the beasts easily. In this 

operation, they were only responsible for finding the position of the ruler of Jiujiang, and the specific 

action was directed by Tianmu Kingdom. 

"Time waits for no one, everyone, let's go now." The world beast king said with a smile, compared with 

those world beasts full of desire for destruction, this world beast king seemed very peaceful. 

The King of Beasts looks like a man in black armor, seemingly no different from other practitioners. 

But everyone present knew very well that if he hadn't been enslaved by the Purple Wood God King, he 

could easily have caused a catastrophe that swept across multiple countries on the continent of origin. 

The Purple Wood God King also established a powerful kingdom with the help of the beasts, so that 

other forces did not dare to provoke them easily. 

Lord Rock and Lord Fu Kun are also very jealous of this world beast king, and their attitude towards him 

is even more respectful than that of the Purple Wood God King. 

You can see the cruel name of the beast. 

"The Purple Wood God King went deep into the sea of cosmos and was able to enslave a world beast. 

It's really lucky." Master Rock and Master Fu Kun talked privately through voice transmission. "My sect 

wanted to go to the Sea of Cosmos at the beginning, but there were various accidents along the way, 

and there were many difficulties, and I had to turn back." 

Lord Fu Kun said: "It does require luck to enslave the beasts." 

It does not mean that strong strength can enslave the beasts. 

The more powerful the god-king, the more resisted by the supreme rules when entering the universe 

sea. 

Few have been able to enslave the world beasts, otherwise the origin continent would not be the only 

God King Zimu who relied on the world beasts to build a country. 

The big forces like Jieshan Palace and Dayue Kingdom definitely want to enslave the world beasts, but 

they are not as lucky as the Purple Wood God King, and even if they pay a great price, they may not be 

able to get close to the sea of cosmos. 

The king of gods broke into the depths of the universe at the risk of death. If you look at the people 

sitting on the mountain, you will know that the forced one has to be reincarnated in the original 

universe. And this reincarnation is also risky, and other forces may not be able to afford this price. 

The Beast Theodore was instructed by the Purple Wood God King before leaving: "This trip, if you can 

win the Qixing Sea Source Liquid, it is best. If you can't, kill the ruler of Jiujiang first. This ruler of Jiujiang 

must not stay." 



The reason why the people of Zimu Kingdom set off so late is because they have to wait for the masters 

who are good at tracking. Now that everyone has arrived, the team of Zimu Kingdom set off 

immediately. Arrive at the entrance to the Cave of Destruction. 

"Wow~~" A vortex channel formed in the void, and a group of powerful figures appeared. 

And the black armored man at the forefront of them, the destructive aura is even more overwhelming. 

"Destroy the Cave, I haven't come in person for a long time." The Beast Theodore smiled at the entrance 

of the Destruction Cave. 

Destroying the cave is helpful to the cultivation of the beasts, and Theodore has always had a clone 

here. 

It's just that although the world beast is blessed, it is not so easy to reach the ultimate state of the **** 

king. This world beast has followed the purple wood **** king for so long, and it is only the second layer 

of the **** king. The top forces such as Lou and Jieshan Palace competed against each other. 

"Huh?" Theodore frowned suddenly, looking in a direction in the void. "Who is there?" 

Those who were hidden in the void also came out. "Hahaha, who am I talking about, it turns out to be 

the fallen **** king of Tianmu Kingdom." 

What came out was a man in cyan armor with a pair of cyan metal wings behind him, a crescent mark on 

his eyebrows, and a bow on his back. And at his feet, there is a huge bird mount, judging from the 

breath, it is actually a Chaos Realm alien beast. 

Even in the face of a fierce reputation, the beasts of the god-king realm are still calm. 

The Sinking God King is the name of the beast enslaved by the Purple Wood God King. 

Compared with the Purple Wood God King, the world beast is actually more powerful, but everyone 

knows that this world beast is the servant of the Purple Wood God King, and it needs the master's 

orders to act, so there is no need to be too afraid of it. 

"God King Jue Xian." Theodore recognized the identity of the man in front of him, "Why is a **** king in 

your dignified Jieshan Palace hiding at the entrance of the destruction cave, what do you want to do?" 

The Absolute String God King Dandan smiled. "I am here, of course, at the will of the Jieshan Palace, so 

the **** king of the sinking, you brought so many people with great fanfare, is it the meaning of the 

person behind you?" 

The God King Jue Xian is a God King himself, and with the Jieshan Palace behind him, he is not afraid of 

Tianmu Kingdom and Beasts at all. 

The Jieshan Palace was originally one of the top forces in the Origin Continent. It was a super alliance 

united by some powerful sects. The powerhouses were like clouds, and there were many **** kings. In 

front of the behemoth, he also lacked confidence and dared not easily confront it. 

The Beast Theodore said: "I'm here, of course, I have something to do. God King Jue Xian, you block 

here, shouldn't you let us in?" 



"Of course not, my Jieshan Palace is not so domineering." God King Jue Xian smiled. 

The Beast Theodore sneered in his heart, is he not overbearing? Who doesn't know that the entire origin 

continent, except for the country of Dayue, is the most domineering in your Jieshan Palace. On the 

contrary, Wujianlou is better to speak because it does not compete for territory and does not directly 

compete for hegemony. 

"Sinking God King, you brought so many people here, it should be for the Seven Star Sea Source Liquid 

on Jiujiang Master, but you came too late. Oh, you actually have Rock Master and Fu Kun Master in your 

team. , it seems that you are also prepared." The God King Jue Xian swept his eyes behind the world 

beast Theodore~www.mtlnovel.com~ The world beast Theodore was very cold, "This is not about Jue 

Xian. God King, your business, if Jue Xian God King does not stop us, we will go in." 

Those people from Tianmu Kingdom watched the two **** kings communicate and did not dare to 

speak at all. 

Divine King Jue Xian also watched them go past with a smile, without stopping. 

"Interesting, Tianmu Kingdom is here. The appearance of the Seven Star Sea Origin Fluid this time has 

really caused quite a storm." God King Jue Xian whispered. He glanced in the other direction. In that 

direction, the strong man of Dayue was located, but the other party was more aloof and didn't mean to 

show his face. 

The World Beast Theodore also knew, but he didn't say it. 

The Great Yue Kingdom is indeed the most domineering force in the Origin Continent, and the Jieshan 

Palace cannot compare. 

Under the command of the incomparably powerful "Goujian God King", Dayue Kingdom has been 

breaking out wars against neighboring countries. After a long period of time, the power of the God-king 

that has been wiped out cannot be counted, and there are many countries that have surrendered to 

Dayue Kingdom. . 

In such a country, foreign aggression has been engraved in its bones, and its behavior can be imagined. 

The Beast Theodore can go head-to-head with the Divine King Jue Xian of the Jieshan Palace, but he has 

no idea of communicating with the people of Dayue Kingdom. 

Chapter 924: Destiny to meet in 0 miles 

Destruction of the cave contains the supreme rules of destruction, and is full of strong destructive 

power. It is very uncomfortable for other creatures who do not practice the way of destruction, but for 

the beasts born from the source of destruction, it is like returning home. 

The black armored man incarnated by the world beast Theodore looked at the end of the void. 

"Unfortunately, even I can't get close to the source of the destruction of the cave." There was a trace of 

regret in his eyes. 

Even if he is enslaved by the Purple Wood God King, the world beast Theodore still has his own thoughts 

and feelings, and he also wants to become stronger and go further in the level of life. 
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Of course, no matter how strong he becomes, his fate of being enslaved cannot be changed. The master 

is always the first in his heart. 

Thinking of the master's instructions, the world beast Theodore shook off the distracting thoughts in his 

mind and said to the followers around him: "Let's start looking for the whereabouts of the ruler of 

Jiujiang." 

"Yes." Lord Rock and Lord Fu Kun responded immediately. 

Then they began to use their means, while the world beast Theodore waited patiently beside him. 

Strong Sacrifice Read Sacrifice 

In the vast and boundless cave of destruction, it takes a lot of time for the **** king to walk around 

every corner. It is impossible to imagine running around like a headless fly, let alone to find a chaotic 

master who is hiding his whereabouts. There must be a way. 

The world beast Theodore and Tianmu Kingdom are not good at tracking, so they can only rely on the 

master of the rock and the master of Fu Kun. 

Under the watchful eyes of the world beast Theodore and other powerhouses, the two Chaos Masters, 

Rock Master and Fu Kun Master, did not dare to drop the chains, and they all performed secret 

techniques seriously. 

It is difficult to find a person out of thin air. It is best to have a medium and clues. 

For example, the more information you know about that life, the easier it will be to find it. 

Or there is an item with the trace of the breath of life, and it is natural to get twice the result with half 

the effort. 

And at this point, Tianmu Kingdom is also carefully prepared. 

Two items that the Jiujiang Master had been in contact with were sent to the two Chaos Masters. 

This is transmitted through the Wujianlou channel. 

As for how the items came from... This has something to do with the original master of Jiujiang who 

visited many Chaos Masters in Wujianlou. 

Thousands of chaotic masters, Jiujiang masters have visited them one by one, leaving so many traces, it 

is naturally very simple for Tianmu Kingdom to get the items that Jiujiang masters have contacted and 

left behind. 

As long as you pass a chaotic master in Wujielou, you can easily get it. 

Then go through the transmission channel of Wujianlou throughout the entire origin continent, and 

send it to Tianmu Kingdom. 

Master Fu Kun was an old man with a goatee, a pair of beast-like cyan vertical boys looked at the wine 

glasses in front of them, smacking their lips, and said to the rock master who looked like a rock monster 

next to him, "Unfortunately, if there is a certain part of the Jiujiang master, Or it would be better to have 

personally refined items with his divine aura, I don't know if this thing will work." 



A giant eye boy appeared on the rough and ferocious rock face of the Rock Master, stared at the wine 

glass in front of him, and responded with his mind: "Never mind, we just do our best, and the reward 

given by Tianmu Kingdom is still very good. " 

Being able to quickly invite two Chaos Masters, in addition to the face of the Purple Wood God King, is 

of course not small. 

"The ruler of Jiujiang got the seven-star sea source liquid, and I don't know if it was lucky or unlucky, so 

many forces are looking for him." Master Fu Kun glanced around, "As far as I know, the ruler of Jiujiang 

got the treasure, many **** kings I wanted to trade with him, but the ruler of Jiujiang refused. I don't 

understand what he thought, his life is gone, what's the use of asking for treasures." 

"Yeah, he is too greedy, if it were me, I would have exchanged it long ago." Lord Rock also agrees with 

Lord Fu Kun's view. 

"In the current situation, unless Wujianlou is willing to stand up for the ruler of Jiujiang, he is doomed." 

"And why do I feel that Tianmuguo has a lot of murderous aura this time? It doesn't feel like they are 

hunting for treasure, but more like they came here specifically to kill..." 

The Rock Master glared at the broken-mouthed Master Fu Kun. "Why are you so long-winded, don't 

care about things that shouldn't be dealt with, we just need to worry about our own, you think Tianmu 

Kingdom and that world beast sinking to the **** king are easy to mess with!" 

Master Fu Kun sneered, "I just think that there must be some secret in this, you know, I have always 

been more curious..." Zhang Si 

When the two Chaos Lords were using secret techniques to find the Lord of Jiujiang, everyone in Tianmu 

Kingdom was waiting quietly beside them. 

Soon, Lord Rock and Lord Fukun came to fruition. 

Looking at the black armored youth headed by everyone, I respectfully. "His Majesty." 

For the king of gods, no matter what his identity is, he is usually called Your Majesty. 

The Beast Theodore said calmly: "There is a result? Where is the ruler of Jiujiang?" 

Lord Rock and Lord Fu Kun looked at each other, "Your Majesty, the Lord of Jiujiang, is currently 

destroying the area of Dongtian..." 

A complicated spatial map appeared in front of the world beast Theodore. 

In Destruction Cave, the space is too complicated and mysterious, far beyond the level of ordinary 

cosmos. 

So if you want to determine the position of a strong person, you need more means. 

The Beast Theodore frowned, "Probably? You can't determine his exact location?" He didn't want this 

result. 



Lord Rock and Lord Fu Kun said helplessly: "Your Majesty, we have done our best. It's not that we don't 

want to confirm the location of the Lord of Jiujiang, but the Lord of Jiujiang doesn't know how to find it, 

so we can't find him specifically..." 

"But according to what we found, the ruler of Jiujiang seems to be flying towards the depths of the 

Destruction Cave..." 

"Fly to the depths of the Destruction Cave?" The World Beast Theodore was a little surprised. "Are you 

sure?" 

Lord Rock and Lord Fu Kun looked at each other and said, "Yes, we have probed several times, and there 

will be nothing wrong." 

Hearing the two chaotic masters say this, the world beast Theodore no longer doubts, nor does he think 

that the two chaotic masters will deceive him in this regard, UU reading www. After all, uukanshu.com 

really found the ruler of Jiujiang. After the matter is completed, the master of the rock can also get a lot 

of money from Tianmu Kingdom. 

"Does this ruler of Jiujiang feel that it is too dangerous outside and has nowhere to hide, so he wants to 

hide in the cave of destruction?" The Beast Theodore thought so. 

sneer. "It's really stupid. I guess he doesn't know the real danger of destroying Dongtian." 

Destroying the depths of the cave, even if he was a powerful world beast bred from the source of 

destruction, he had to be careful. 

A chaotic master dared to break in. In the eyes of the world beast Theodore, it is indeed bold enough. 

"Yes, there are so many forces out there looking for him, and it is estimated that he has nowhere to go. I 

just choose this one..." The Beast Theodore thought so. "Or we don't have to chase, maybe the ruler of 

Jiujiang will soon die in the destruction of Dongtian." 

"However, I got the order from the master to confirm that the ruler of Jiujiang will definitely be killed. 

Just in case, we have to do it ourselves." 

At present, there are so many forces, most of them want to seize the seven-star sea source liquid from 

the Jiujiang master. As for whether to kill the Jiujiang master, it is not that important. control the big 

lord 

In addition to the indigenous people, those who really have murderous intentions are some forces that 

are secretly hostile to Wujianlou. 

And the one with the strongest killing intent was undoubtedly the Purple Wood God King of Tianmu 

Kingdom. 

Whether it is for the Qixinghai source liquid, or to avoid future troubles, whether the ruler of Jiujiang is a 

descendant of Wu State, or the one who broke the Donghe line, all weeds must be eradicated. 

The Purple Wood God King escaped the catastrophe and made a comeback. Of course, he knows the 

truth of cutting grass without eradicating its roots and reborn in the spring breeze. 



Chapter 925: unfamiliar, unfamiliar 

Wang Yi's traces were not only discovered by Tianmu Kingdom, but in fact, any forces or individuals who 

had the ability to trace them would have discovered them early on. 

"He's headed for the depths of the Destruction Cave." 

"This guy can really run." 

"Let's chase too." 

No less than ten forces quickly rushed to the direction of the Jiujiang ruler they tracked. 

Among them are practitioners, indigenous people, and primitive beings. 

There are powerful chaotic masters, and there are also gods who stand at the peak of the origin 

continent. 

And Bao Liu, who was in the depths of the destruction cave, was also a little surprised when he knew 

about this. 

"The ruler of Jiujiang seems to be coming in our direction. This is a good opportunity." A group of **** 

kings who were pulled by the master of Baoliu gathered together and talked with each other. A **** 

king quietly glanced at the sullen King Bao Liu, and said in a tone of excitement. "This is the seven-star 

sea source liquid. We will join hands and vow to win this treasure. This is an opportunity to be delivered 

to your door, and you can't miss it." 

The other **** kings also moved. 

And although the Lord Baoliu is also very excited about the Qixinghai source liquid, he is more 

concerned about the presidency of the imminent destruction of the star formation. . 

The Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice couldn't help but said: "Bao Liu, you are not in a hurry for this magic 

formation, why don't we go and grab the Qixinghai source liquid first." 

No wonder these **** kings are so excited. 

It's just a chaotic master, they have so many **** kings shot, they are not caught. 

But after all, they made an oath with the Lord of Baoliu, and it's just a clone. This joint eye body just 

wants to act, and it is best to get the consent of the Lord of Baoliu. 

The Lord Fan Bei saw that the Lord Bao Liu was silent, and said coldly: "Bao Liu, why are you hesitating 

at such a good opportunity?" 

The Lord of Baoliu said: "Everyone, although the ruler of Jiujiang seems to be coming to us, but his exact 

location is still unclear. Even if we want to find it, it will take a lot of time, and we may not be able to 

find it..." 

Many gods and kings present frowned, indeed. Although they are strong, they are not very good at 

tracking down others. 

And the ruler of Jiujiang seems to be very good at hiding traces. 
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If it is so easy to find, those forces will not let the ruler of Jiujiang run so far. 

The Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice is the weakest among the **** kings, the smallest in power, and the 

poorest himself. He is also the most enthusiastic about the treasure on the Lord of Jiujiang. Hearing it, 

he immediately said: "Although I have a friend who is the Lord of Chaos, but She is proficient in tracking 

and is nearby, I will call her over immediately. This way, the chances of finding the ruler of Jiujiang are 

much greater." 

The Lord of Baoliu originally thought that he could dispel the minds of these **** kings and let them 

cooperate with him obediently, but he did not expect that Tianji, a friend, would stab him in the back, so 

he couldn't help but glance at him. 

Well, you actually betrayed me. 

The Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice smiled apologetically, but there was no trace of guilt in his heart. 

I'm sorry, although you gave more, the Qixinghai source liquid is more fragrant. 

If it wasn't for the oath signed with the Lord of Baoliu in advance, these **** kings might have left to 

find someone. 

After all, no matter how much the Lord Baoliu gave, it was impossible to compare to the last seven-star 

sea source liquid. 

"Oh, since that's the case, then call her over and give her a little favor at the most." Immediately, the 

king of gods said. 

So many **** kings of them have decided to temporarily join forces to compete for the seven-star sea 

source liquid, and even the country lord Fan Bei has also joined, so that it is more certain to compete 

with other forces. 

As for how to distribute, they also have a charter. 

They are all **** kings, so they are not so short-sighted. 

Of course, there is still a process here, that is, to get the opinion of the Lord of Bao Liu. 

Seeing that so many **** kings that he had worked so hard to pull over were staring at him, the Lord of 

Baoliu couldn't get angry, and they were all a group of white-eyed wolves. 

It's just that he also knows that he also has to pay attention to the opinions of these **** kings. 

After thinking about it in my heart, it's just a chaotic master. With so many **** kings joining forces, it 

should be fine, right? 

"Okay then." The Lord of Baoliu finally compromised, "We can look for the Lord of Jiujiang, but we have 

to set a time." The Lord of Baoliu still has to complete his own formation, so it is impossible to condone 

these helpers. The King of God has been looking for it. 

"Just a thousand epochs." Lord Bao Liu said. "This is my bottom line." 

"A thousand epochs." 



The other **** kings looked at each other and nodded. It is already very good to be able to make the 

Lord of Baoliu give in. Seeing the reluctance of the Lord of Baoliu, it is impossible to continue to give in. 

"Furthermore, there must be three **** kings watching the formation, so you can't leave too many, if 

you are a clone, of course you can." Lord Bao Liu glanced at these eager **** kings and sighed inwardly. 

I didn't expect to encounter such a thing at this important moment. 

Hope it doesn't affect your plans. 

For the remaining places, several **** kings discussed it. 

The Lord of Baoliu naturally wants to stay, and the control of the formation must have him. 

The lord of the Heavenly Sacrifice, the weakest in power, was fortunate to be able to leave because of 

his friend who was good at tracking, with a smile on his face. 

After the discussion is over, the candidates have been decided, and the friend of the Lord of Heavenly 

Sacrifice has also arrived. 

"Tianji, every time you look for me, it's not good." The woman in white with eight eyes sullen. 

She chased the ruler of Jiujiang for so long without seeing a shadow, and was called over by the master 

of the kingdom of heaven, and she was naturally in a bad mood. 

But with so many **** kings around, she also restrained her temper. 

The Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice was not annoyed at all, and came over with a smile. "When you find that 

Jiujiang Master alone, isn't it a lot easier to help us find it. Hey, after a while, you seem to have lost a lot 

of weight..." 

The king behind him could hardly hold back his expression. 

God he is so thin. 

The Lord of Baoliu didn't seem surprised by the behavior of his friend. 

Jiuzhen Palace Lord gave him a cold look. Although she was the master of chaos, her aura was very 

strong, even when facing a group of **** kings, her head was raised very high. "I can help, but I want to 

get my share of the benefits." 

Several **** kings have begged the Jiuzhen Palace Master, and of course they will not be angry because 

of this. 

"certainly." 

"If the Jiuzhen Palace Master contributes, naturally it should." 

Every **** king agreed. 

The face of the Jiuzhen Palace Master also slightly improved. 

But the next question is... 



"Well, you said that Jiujiang dominates this area? Where is that?" Shanpeng, who was directly in the 

shape of a beast-shaped Dapeng bird, looked at the space map with a look of doubt. 

But looking at the appearance of Jiuzhen Palace Master, I also know that she tried her best, and other 

**** kings can only accept this result. 

Anyway, the scope is narrowed down, isn't it... 

"Then let's look for it separately, and one person is responsible for one area." Fan Bei said directly. 

Every **** king is full of confidence. 

There are so many **** kings, no matter how big the place is, it is not easy to find someone. 

"That's right." Just as they were about to leave, Palace Master Jiuzhen said, "I also know that Jiujiang 

dominates an intelligence." 

Chapter 926: Incarnate Mobile Powder Depot 

"It is said that the deeper you go to destroy the cave, the more stars will be destroyed. Why did I fly for 

so long without seeing a single one?" 

In the vast and boundless dark space, a red figure shuttled at an astonishing speed. 

This speed makes those Chaos Masters see that they are all willing to be inferior. 

This is Wang Yi, who used a secret technique to travel through the cave of destruction with the help of 

flying treasures. 

In this way, Wang Yi's flight speed reached the limit, far exceeding the flight speed of Chaos Lord. 

Although the divine power consumed is amazing, Wang Yi can afford it. 

It is also because of such an astonishing speed that those forces are not so easy to catch up with him. 

"Destroy the stars, they all move. Could it be that I was unlucky and didn't encounter any of them?" 

Wang Yi grumbled in his heart. 

Destroying the cave, because the power of destruction is rampant, it is difficult to have any fixed signs in 

ordinary areas, that is, the destruction of the stars is moving. 

Therefore, in such a situation, it is very likely to get lost in the deep destruction of the cave. 

Wang Yi also reluctantly identified his position here by relying on the sense of the divine incarnation 

who stayed at the Wujianlou stronghold. 

If you use that kind of rough spatial knowledge in the complicated cave of destruction, you will only 

make yourself unlucky. 

Wang Yi looked at the front, and all eyes were dark, and the power of destruction became more and 

more intense, appearing more violent. 

"Boom!" A black lightning formed by a force of destruction suddenly appeared on Wang Yi's body at a 

lightning speed. Even with Wang Yi's strength, he did not escape. 
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The black light exploded, and during the explosion, Wang Yi blasted out at a speed far exceeding the 

speed of light billions of times, and only managed to stabilize his body a little embarrassedly. 

"The attack just now was terrifying, and it felt like it was close to the level of a god-king." In the previous 

contact, Wang Yi felt that his body was hit by a powerful force, and there was almost no resistance, just 

like an ordinary person being hit by a speeding car, his body are somewhat out of control. 

If it is an ordinary Chaos Master, and there is no life-saving means, he may be seriously injured or even 

fall in the black destructive lightning just now. 

Wang Yi looked at the densely-packed, criss-crossing black Lei Zehai that was like a silk screen in the 

distance. Any lightning bolt was billions of light-years long, dancing and dancing like crazy snakes, 

tearing apart the dark world and showing the power to destroy the world. , with a surprised expression 

on his face. "It is said that destroying the core area of Dongtian is more dangerous, but I am not here to 

destroy the core of Dongtian, so it is dangerous like this? No wonder those chaotic masters are reluctant 

to come." 

It is really too dangerous to destroy the depths of the cave, except for the king who dares to enter, that 

is, the ultimate chaotic realm or the chaotic master who has the treasure of the palace dares to enter. 

"Well..." Wang Yi looked at the violent thunder and lightning that ripped apart the dark space, and felt 

the existence of the power to destroy the rules, and his heart was even more touched. 

Wang Yi's secret technique has reached the twentieth level, and the top secret technique of the 

twentieth level is considered to be the master of chaos. 

And his progress is very fast. After all, he has only practiced the four reincarnation eras in less than time, 

and the level of the secret technique has reached the twentieth order. The speed of this progress is 

unmatched in the Chaos Master. 

Wandering in the cave of destruction is indeed of great benefit to Wang Yi's understanding of the rules 

of destruction. 

But the power of destruction has more than one form. Wang Yi originally thought that the thunder and 

lightning sea was terrible enough, but he went deep into the cave of destruction and encountered a 

silent black mist. 

It was a surging black tide, silent and terrifyingly quiet, filling the void like a ghost, but when Wang Yi 

saw the black tide, his face was solemn, but he felt a great terror! 

"Destruction can be violent or silent..." Wang Yi had more insights in his heart. He looked at the 

destruction stars on the panel again, which was another manifestation of the rules of destruction. 

This is a large-scale destruction star that Wang Yi signed in. Wang Yi never dared to take it out, because 

he was afraid that it would explode... 

This real star of destruction has trillions of light-years in its light shape. No matter how hard Wang Yi 

tries, there is nowhere to run. 

The core range of the explosion power that destroys the stars is far beyond a trillion light-years... 



It is a real primitive universe, and it can be directly blown up. 

But although it exploded with mighty power, like a **** king blew himself up, the power exploded in all 

directions and was not concentrated. 

Therefore, if a god-king avoids far away, at most injured, he can still escape. 

But if Wang Yi wants to use Destroyer Stars, the closest one must be him... In other words, the one who 

bears the greatest power is Wang Yi himself who uses Destroy Stars. This kind of stuff is only suitable for 

use when desperate. 

"Huh?" Wang Yi suddenly sensed a powerful wave of destruction coming in front of him. This wave was 

very familiar, similar to the stars of destruction on his panel. As soon as he moved, he flew in that 

direction. 

Soon after, a huge black celestial body suspended in the void appeared in Wang Yi's line of sight. 

It is a ruined star with a diameter of about 100 billion light-years. 

The wings behind Wang Yi shook, stopped, looked at the destruction star in the distance, and touched 

his chin. "Well... this is an ordinary destruction star." 

From the size of the Destruction Star, its level can be seen. 

Like 100 billion light years to 300 billion light years, it is an ordinary destruction of stars, and the 

explosive power is comparable to a blow from a **** king. 

From 300 billion light-years to 600 billion light-years, it is a medium-sized destruction star, and the 

explosive power has reached the extremely high level of the **** king. 

As for the large-scale destruction stars, the scale is 600 billion light-years to trillions of light-years, and 

the explosive power has reached the pinnacle of the **** king. Generally, if the **** king falls into the 

core area of the explosive power, he may be seriously injured or even fall. 

Because the scale of the destruction stars is different according to the amount of the condensed power 

of destruction, and the larger the scale, the more the power of destruction is condensed, and the more 

terrifying the power is naturally when it explodes. 

The legendary super giant destruction star, the power of the explosion, it is said that this is already 

beyond the level of the king of gods. 

Such power is unimaginable, and no **** king dares to approach. 

And that kind of super-giant destruction star is extremely rare even in the depths of the destruction 

cave, and it may not be encountered once in an era of reincarnation. 

Even if they encounter it, no one dares to approach it. The explosion of the destruction star is 

completely irregular, and it is unreasonable to say that it will explode. UU reading www.uukanshu.com 

Wang Yi touched his chin, looked at the star of destruction in the distance, and flew over suddenly. 



This is the first time that Wang Yi has seen a star of destruction that is truly "lively and alive". Of course, 

he has to have a good experience. 

It's not that Wang Yi's brain suddenly convulsed and he was courting death, but that he had the 

confidence to protect himself. 

After all, he has the palace treasure, plus the armor of the **** king, plus the physical defense of his 

tyrannical Chaos Master-level treasure... Even if the destruction of the stars does not look pleasing to 

him and an explosion, he is confident to survive the power of the explosion. 

In fact, he also wanted to see what the destruction star that was comparable to the blow of a **** king 

exploded. 

But the star of destruction didn't seem to mean anything to him, it moved lazily, and it didn't mean to 

explode if it didn't agree at all. Wang Yi was actually a little regretful. 

[Ding, congratulations to the host for successfully signing in, and rewarding a star of destruction 

(normal)! 】 

The prompt on the panel sounded, telling him that there was one more flammable and explosive 

dangerous item on him. 

Wang Yi glanced at it and sighed in his heart. He felt that he was destroying Dongtian and continuing to 

walk. Maybe it would soon become the most dangerous mobile powder store in the history of the Origin 

Continent. 

Chapter 927: God King of Infinity Tower 

When Wang Yi was rushing to the depths of the cave of destruction, the powerhouses of other forces 

were not idle. 

Although they still don't know the exact location of Wang Yi, they have a way to probe his approximate 

area. 

If it wasn't for Wang Yi running too fast and his trajectory irregular, he would have been caught long 

ago. 

Among these teams, the hardest worker is undoubtedly Tianmu Kingdom, who is frantically marching 

toward the depths of the destruction cave under the leadership of Theodore, the **** king of the fallen 

beast. 

Even the **** king of Wujianlou came over, although Wang Yi did not agree to exchange with them, but 

as the ruler of Jiujiang, as a member of Wujianlou, Wujianlou had to react a little. 

The two gods who came from Wujianlou were two gods, Tangyu and Xiesheng. 

Their purpose is to bring Jiujiang Master and Qixinghai Source Liquid back completely. 

After all, the ruler of Jiujiang is the most potential chaotic master in Wujianlou in recent years. 

Qixinghaiyuan Liquid is also a treasure. How could it be allowed to wander outside and be coveted and 

scrambled by other forces? If Wujianlou is indifferent, other forces will laugh at Wujianlou's inaction. 
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So the two **** kings came over in person. 

They thought it was an easy task. 

But who knew that the ruler of Jiujiang didn't know why he was going crazy, not only did he not 

cooperate with them, but he rushed into the depths of the destruction cave, and he couldn't stop him. 

"He doesn't trust us." God King Tang Yu said calmly, his whole body shining like jade. 

God King Xie Jing is a heroic man in blood-colored armor with a blood-colored horn on his forehead. At 

this moment, he said with a displeased expression: "This ruler of Jiujiang is too ignorant. We kindly help, 

but he actually told us not to worry about it. , he will solve it by himself. What a joke, with so many **** 

kings, can he be resisted by a mere Chaos Lord? Isn't it necessary for us to take action?" 

In the eyes of the two **** kings, Jiujiang's **** was too suspicious. 

As if afraid of them tipping off, are they like that? 

God King Tang Yu glanced at God King Xie Jing, and it was really possible. 

God King Tang Yu belongs directly to the Wujianlou faction, his teacher is the owner of Wujianlou, and 

his junior brother is the master of Cang Li. It can be said that he is absolutely loyal to Wujianlou. 

But the god-king of Xie Jing was enshrined by the guest minister of Wujianlou. Although it is also a part 

of Wujianlou, the loyalty is not so high. 

These **** kings are also an important force that Wujianlou has drawn over, but Wujianlou can't fully 

know what they do in private. 

It can be said that if the ruler of Jiujiang tells them where he is, it is also possible that they will turn 

around and sell this information to other forces. 

After all, they joined Wujianlou for the benefit. If there were greater interests, it would not be 

impossible to sell Wujianlou. 

But even so, as long as they don't do it too obviously, Wujianlou can still tolerate them, which is also the 

attitude of Wujianlou. 

That's why there are so many **** kings in Wujianlou, because they are very inclusive. 

Of course, there are also God King Wuluo who offended powerful enemies and had to devote 

themselves to seeking shelter in the Wujianlou. 

For those god-kings and guest-qings who eat inside and outside, the god-king Tang Yu is very disdainful, 

so the really important things in Wujianlou are rarely involved in these god-kings. Even if they are bound 

by oath, it is difficult to ensure that the news will not be leaked. 

There are also many factions within the Wujianlou, and there are also struggles. 

Now, in order to rescue the ruler of Jiujiang, the two **** kings sent by Wujianlou can be regarded as 

representing the two major factions within Wujianlou. 



"Since the ruler of Jiujiang is unwilling to cooperate with us, let's rush over by ourselves," said God King 

Tang Yu. 

"It's a pity that the ruler of Jiujiang kept the token, otherwise we would have been able to directly know 

where he is." God King Xie Sheng said indifferently. 

Wujianlou gave Chaos Lord the Inner Hall Elder token, and they could communicate with each other, 

and naturally they could find out their location. 

Of course, ordinary **** kings do not have the right to investigate directly, and they have to agree with 

the spirit of Wujianlou. 

If you want to open the permission of Wujianlou, either half of the gods and kings agree, or you get the 

permission of Wujianlou. 

The Master Wujian usually does not intervene in affairs at all. This time, the seven-star sea source liquid 

incident caused a lot of trouble, and the Master Wujian did not show up. It was the result after the god-

kings of the Wujian Tower gathered and discussed, and then sent two people. God King. 

That's why God King Tang Yu and God King Xie Shang came so late. 

But they didn't expect Jiujiang Master to be so cautious and put away the token directly, and Wujianlou 

couldn't sense the location of the token, which made their original plan in vain and could only rely on 

other means to find Jiujiang Master. 

Fortunately, they came prepared. The two **** kings sent by Wujianlou, one was good at rushing and 

the other was good at tracking. Before they came, they thought it would not be difficult to catch the 

ruler of Jiujiang, but now they feel a little troublesome. 

Because the ruler of Jiujiang ran in the opposite direction to them, and the purpose was to destroy the 

depths of the cave. 

This is the place where the king of gods must walk with caution. 

"God King Xie Jing, I'm here to find the position of the ruler of Jiujiang, you come and hurry." God King 

Tang Yu said. 

"it is good." 

The two god-kings tracked the ruler of Jiujiang while flying. 

And in Ruin Dongtian, more than one person did this. 

In the vast void, several **** kings of primitive life are also discussing. 

"It's all going to the depths of the Destruction Cave, should we continue to chase?" 

"Come on, they've all come here." 

Several **** kings of primitive life did not care. They are different from other forces, and the desire for 

struggle of primitive life has always been small. 

They fight both practitioners and indigenous people, but they are not as powerful as either. 



Practitioners and indigenous people are at odds with each other. They often fight each other when they 

meet each other. They oppose each other and hate each other. The root cause is the territorial issue. 

However, the number of primitive lives is very small, and the demand for territory is small, so the 

conflicts with the cultivators and the indigenous people are not so acute. 

Usually they watch the indigenous and cultivators fight against each other, but this time they appeared 

to compete for treasures. 

If you encounter a cultivator's chaotic master, he usually won't kill him directly, and he has some 

scruples. 

There were also teams from the indigenous people, who were led by their god-king personally and 

dispatched several god-kings. 

They were murderous, and their purpose was very clear. They killed the ruler of Jiujiang, the cultivator, 

and took the Qixinghai Source Liquid. 

There are Wujianlou, Jieshan Palace, Dayue Kingdom, other forces, plus some idle **** kings who have 

not established forces... The number of cultivators alone~www.mtlnovel.com~ The number of **** 

kings exceeds ten . 

This is still the number of the main body, if you add the avatar, it will be even more. 

Just like the two-headed **** king of the food country, the one who came here is a clone. 

Coupled with primitive life and indigenous people, the number of this god-king is even more astonishing. 

Destroying Dongtian, even the origin continent has not seen such a scene for a long time, many gods 

and kings gathered together. 

The chaos masters who joined in the fun began to retreat when they saw this situation. 

Originally, the ruler of Jiujiang went to the depths of the destruction cave, and that place is no longer a 

place that ordinary chaotic masters can go deep into. However, many chaotic masters have not received 

the news because of the blockage of news, and are still searching headlessly. 

And like the Chaos Masters with well-informed channels, they have actually given up their search. 

Especially knowing that so many **** kings have appeared, he has no intention of participating. 

The current level has nothing to do with them, and there is no chance to fish in troubled waters. 

That is a contest that belongs to the peak level of the major forces. 

And being chased by various forces, what will happen to the ruler of Jiujiang, who is in the vortex of the 

storm, many strong people are curious. 

Chapter 928: Finally found 

The boundless dark space is filled with all kinds of unimaginable disasters in the origin continent, any 

one can destroy a country, and a group of powerful creatures are breaking into it. 

"Palace Master Jiuzhen, I haven't found any trace of the Master of Jiujiang here." 
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"I don't have it here either." 

"I only searched three-quarters of the area here." 

… 

One after another, the **** kings contacted the Jiuzhen Palace Master who was in charge of finding the 

traces of the ruler of Jiujiang, and kept narrowing the search scope. 

Palace Master Jiuzhen is also full of confidence now. With the assistance of several gods and kings, the 

search efficiency is naturally amazing. 

"I have searched most of the area now. From what I sensed from the position of the Jiujiang Lord, no 

surprise, he should be now..." Jiuzhen Palace Lord's eyes cast in one direction, his eyes sharp. 

She felt that she had locked in where the ruler of Jiujiang was. 

"Finding the ruler of Jiujiang is just around the corner, and now I have to trouble the **** kings to 

continue to work hard to find them." Jiuzhen Palace Master said. 

Needless to say, Palace Master Jiuzhen, under the temptation of treasures, all the **** kings worked 

hard. 

One by one, they are either avatars or main bodies, each showing their magical powers, carrying out a 

carpet search in each area, under the coverage of the universe, every inch of space is infiltrated, and 

every material can be destroyed if it can be destroyed. take away. 

They also all learned from Jiuzhen Palace Master that Jiujiang Master may change into other forms and 

is good at disguise, so the search is more careful and not careless. 

If a Chaos Lord appears here at this time, no matter what his identity is, he will be taken down. 

A large number of areas were excluded, and many **** dynasties continued to move closer to the 

remaining small areas. 

And Wang Yi felt a little uneasy at the moment. 

He looked at the dark and deep space outside and felt an aura about to come. 

As it goes deeper, the sense of crisis becomes stronger. 

If it were normal, Wang Yi might change direction and take a detour. 

But now, this feeling is everywhere, and even the sense of crisis in the back is much stronger than that in 

the front. Although Wang Yi didn't know what he would face in front of him, he knew that if there were 

less than ten **** kings chasing him, he would dare to cut off his head. 

After weighing the pros and cons, the lesser of the two evils was chosen, and Wang Yi could only bite 

the bullet and rush forward. 

But he didn't know how long it would last. 



Wang Yi changed the flight direction as much as possible and flew frantically into the depths of the 

Destruction Cave. 

He felt that only in the depths of the destruction cave could one find hope for a breakthrough. 

In order to speed up the speed, Wang Yi can't even bother to hide. At this time, it's not very useful to 

hide. No matter how invisible and intangible change ability is against the sky, under the unscrupulous 

search of those strong people, it is difficult to ensure that they will not be discovered. He does not 

hesitate to burn. Divine power, that palace is like a meteor, radiating dazzling light in the dark space, 

and rushing to the depths of the destruction cave without hesitation. 

Destruction Cave is divided into outer, inner and core areas. 

The periphery refers to the territory occupied by the major forces, and it is also the place where the 

powerhouses are most active, and most of the chaos masters are here. 

In the inner area, only the God King and a few Chaos Masters dare to go deep. 

As for the core area... Even the **** kings rarely dare to intrude, and it is said that no **** king has ever 

entered the most core area. 

And Wang Yi is now flying to the core area of Destruction Cave Sky. It's not that he doesn't know the 

danger there, but no matter how dangerous it is, can it be more dangerous than the current situation? 

But Wang Yi didn't even have the idea of a path to death. 

"Fight first, if it doesn't work, you can only merge with Wujianlou..." 

Although the Qixinghai source liquid was precious, and Wang Yi was reluctant to hand it over, it was not 

enough to fight to the end for it. The situation is really irreversible, and we can only give up. 

After all, this body is more valuable. 

Wang Yi was driving the palace, and his flight speed had reached the limit. Even if he destroyed some 

dangers in the depths of the cave, he would rush past them at all costs, consuming a lot of divine power 

and rushing out to resist those dangers. 

If it weren't for the treasures of this palace, Wang Yi might have been severely damaged or even fallen 

under such a rush. 

"Huh?" Wang Yi suddenly noticed a huge star of destruction in front of him. 

The Destruction Star should be a medium-to-large Destruction Star in terms of appearance and 

fluctuation, with a diameter of 500 billion light-years. 

The terrifying wave of destruction made the surrounding space vibrate, and the Chaos Lord couldn't get 

close. 

"Luckily, I met another one." 

Although there are many ruined stars in the destruction cave, it is actually difficult to encounter them in 

the vast destruction cave. 



The reason why Wang Yi was able to meet the second one so quickly was because it was in the depths of 

the Destruction Cave, and destroyed more stars, and secondly, it was a matter of luck. 

After all, the stars of destruction move at any time, and the movement trajectory is not yet regular. The 

speed seems to be slow, but it is actually much faster than many chaos masters. 

Wang Yi immediately changed his direction and flew to that place. 

But he didn't know that something was coming from there. 

"The ruler of Jiujiang can really run. We have so many people chasing him, but we haven't found him 

yet. Maybe he has other important treasures on him." A chubby **** king wearing a gorgeous purple 

king robe is flying in the void . 

A huge field shrouded him around him, and an area of ten trillion light-years comparable to the size of 

the primordial universe was within his grasp. 

Endless coercion emanated from him, and with this domain alone, he could easily kill the Chaos Lord. 

He seems to be leisurely, but in fact, he carefully and seriously probed the surrounding area, and not a 

single place was left. 

He has been exploring dozens of epochs like this, and this time is just a blink of an eye for the King of 

God. 

Where he passed, space seemed to be on fire, and every substance was destroyed. 

"No discovery, not a single shadow." 

"Where is the ruler of Jiujiang?" 

The Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice was a little worried. 

As a **** king, it is also very difficult for him to meet such a great opportunity as the Seven Star Sea 

Origin Liquid. 

Because of the problem of strength, the Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice does not dare to compete for any 

important treasures that usually appear. 

Only if it is foolproof and absolutely safe, the Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice will go and **** it. 

As soon as there is any trouble, he will be ready to run. 

He usually shows no ambition, just a **** king who eats and waits to die for enjoyment. 

With this caution, UU reading www. uukanshu.com is almost at the bottom of the **** kings with the 

lord of the gods, and has escaped several battles in the origin continent. The kingdoms of Jin and Wu 

and other countries stronger than him have been destroyed. The **** king died a bunch, and he just 

had no Survived unscathed until now. 

And now, the seven-star sea source liquid has fallen on a chaotic master, and the Lord of Heavenly 

Sacrifice will of course not miss this opportunity. 



A chaotic master, no matter how powerful, can pose a threat to the king of gods? 

There is no danger, and the benefits are great, so the Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice will rack his brains for a 

search opportunity. 

"If I meet the ruler of Jiujiang, hum, if I take him down alone, I can get more points." Lord Tianji secretly 

said in his heart. 

As for solo? He only dared to think about it, but he knows how many forces and how many gods are now 

staring at the seven-star sea source liquid, and they can still protect themselves with the Lord of Baoliu 

and swallow them alone? I'm afraid that if I didn't run back to the continent of origin, I would be 

besieged to death. 

He will also offend his allies and put him in a state of isolation and helplessness. With the temperament 

of offering sacrifices to the lord of the kingdom, he certainly won't take such a risk and do such a 

dangerous thing. 

"There is a destruction star in front, that thing is a bit troublesome, go around... eh?" The Lord of 

Heavenly Sacrifice just swept the past with his consciousness, and then he was immediately stunned. 

Chapter 929: come here 

"There is a palace?" 

The Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice didn't know if it was the Lord of Jiujiang he was looking for, but if he 

appeared here at this time, it was very likely that he was the Lord of Jiujiang. 

The momentum of the Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice immediately changed. 

"God help me too!" 

The Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice was extremely happy in his heart. "So many **** kings are looking for the 

ruler of Jiujiang, but I was the first to find him. This is the supreme rule that blesses me." 

"Definitely, must be the ruler of Jiujiang." 

The Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice rushed over immediately, wanting to confirm whether it was the Lord of 

Jiujiang. 

And Wang Yi just signed a Destruction Star with satisfaction. He already has three Destruction Stars on 

him. This is a trump card that can play a role at a critical moment. Before Wang Yi was happy, he felt a 

powerful field. . 

Wang Yi felt a sudden shock in his heart, and turned his head to look, and saw a figure with endless 

coercion appearing in the distance, rushing towards him. 

"God King?" Wang Yi was shocked, "And he came directly to me." 

Just by looking at the imposing manner of the God King, you can tell that the visitor is not good. 

The **** king also sent a thought, "The ruler of Jiujiang in front, I only came for the source of Qixinghai, 

I don't want to embarrass you, hand over the source of Qixinghai, and I will let you leave safely." 
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Wang Yi, who was thinking about how to get out, felt strange. "This **** king is so talkative, why don't 

you just take me down?" 

A mere chaotic master is not qualified to bargain in front of the king of gods. 

If you directly take the person down, you will get the treasure, so why bother? 

"Then the **** king dare not do it here?" Wang Yi glanced at the huge black star emitting terrifying 

destructive waves next to him, and suddenly understood. 

"It is estimated that he is afraid of destroying the stars." Wang Yi thought to himself, "If he starts here, 

destroying the stars is extremely unstable, and it will definitely explode. The **** king dare not take this 

risk." 

And the Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice is also scolding in his heart at this moment. 

"Then the ruler of Jiujiang, why is it so close to destroying the stars, do you want to die?" 

Indeed, Wang Yi is too close to destroying the stars. 

However, the Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice did not know that Wang Yi was so close on purpose to sign in, 

and Wang Yi was sure to protect himself. 

It is so close to the destruction of the stars, once you start, the energy fluctuations will make the 

destruction of the stars explode, which is an inevitable thing. 

Therefore, the Lord of the Heavenly Sacrifice casts the rat taboo. He also didn't understand how the 

ruler of Jiujiang dared to get so close. 

Under normal circumstances, the Lord of Chaos would not dare to approach the Destruction Star, 

because the Destruction Star would move at a fast speed, and its size would be huge. 

Take the destruction star in front of you as an example. The diameter is more than 500 billion light-

years, but the core area of the strongest explosion power is more than a thousand times ten thousand 

times. 

The scope of the impact is even greater. 

And with the power of destroying the stars, even a little aftermath can make the Chaos Lord fall. 

The Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice really can't understand, where did the chaotic master in front of him 

come from such a bold man, dare to stick to the destruction of the stars like this? 

Even he didn't dare to do it. 

"Could it be that he relied on the palace? That palace is very special?" Tianji King thought to himself. 

However, even if the Chaos Dominator-level peak palace treasure, facing the power of the destruction 

of the star explosion at such a close distance, it is possible to shatter, let alone weaken the impact of the 

explosion. 

Unless the king-level palace is the treasure. 



But how rare is the treasure of a god-king palace? There may not be one of the ten gods. 

The reason why the Divine King of Jin can exist is entirely because he is good at refining treasures, so he 

can carefully create one for himself. The Divine King of Jin also relied on the Jinwang Palace to escape 

under the pursuit of the three monarchs of the Food Kingdom. 

There is no god-king palace supreme treasure heaven to offer sacrifices to the king, and he does not 

believe that the chaotic master in front of him has it. 

Yes, he has already determined that the one in front of him is the Lord of Chaos. As for whether it is the 

Lord of Jiujiang, he is more than 70% sure. 

Although he was called out of identity, Wang Yi still had no intention of admitting it. 

Not admitting it can also make this **** king suspicious and hesitant to act. 

With Wang Yi's character, of course he wouldn't do such a thing. 

"Your Majesty, the god-king, do you mean the ruler of Jiujiang? You have mistaken the person, I am not 

him." Wang Yi said as he approached the destruction star. 

"Yes or no, just let me investigate. If not, I will naturally not embarrass you. I am a dignified king of gods, 

and my words are counted." Lord Tianji watched Wang Yi getting closer and closer to the destruction of 

the stars, his speed Instead, slow down. 

"The Guard is Here" 

Regarding the destruction of the stars, he was really a little worried. The Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice did 

not have the treasures of the god-king palace, only armor and weapons, but if he got closer to the 

destruction of the stars, the power would not even be able to resist him. 

"I can't believe you, Your Majesty the God King. Don't embarrass me, His Majesty the God King." 

"So, you are the ruler of Jiujiang, otherwise why would you be afraid to meet me?" 

"Why did His Majesty say that? I said that I am not the ruler of Jiujiang, but His Majesty suddenly rushed 

over and looked like he was going to kill. I really dare not trust you." 

Wang Yi and the Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice were grinding their lips across a star of destruction. 

Although the Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice has the intention to do something, he has scruples in his heart. 

He looks like a tiger catching a hedgehog, but Wang Yi behaves a little unscrupulously. 

Wang Yi was getting closer and closer to the destruction of the stars, and suddenly turned his head. 

"Your Majesty, didn't you say that I am the ruler of Jiujiang? If that's the case, why didn't you make a 

move, and instead chatted with me for so long?" His tone was a little teasing. UU Reading 
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The Heavenly Sacrifice King's face twitched. 

He really wanted to slap the Chaos Lord in front of him to death, but he didn't dare to see the 

destruction star. 



Although he has not completely confirmed that the chaotic master in front of him is the master of 

Jiujiang, he is already confident. 

Otherwise why keep resisting meeting him? 

"Master of Jiujiang, you should know why I came here." The Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice really doesn't 

have much murderous intent towards the Master of Jiujiang. He and the Master of Jiujiang are never 

acquaintances, and they have no grievances or enmity. It's just a matter of robbing Qixinghaiyuan Liquid. 

If the ruler of Jiujiang dies in his hands, he will offend Wujianlou. 

The Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice looked at the palace, and his thoughts came. "Now many forces are 

chasing you, you can't escape, why bother to come, with your talent, the future has a bright future, it 

would be a pity to die here, give me the Qixinghai source liquid, I swear by the heavenly sacrifice, I can 

protect you from leaving." 

"Heavenly Sacrifice King?" Wang Yi was a little surprised, looking at the chubby man, he was well-known 

for Heavenly Sacrifice King for a long time, um... This god-king's reputation is not very good. But not too 

bad. 

However, Wang Yi sneered at the words of Heavenly Sacrifice King. 

If he wants to escape from this vortex, does he need the protection of your Heavenly Sacrifice King? 

"It turned out to be the famous Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice." Wang Yi said leisurely. 

"Since you said that I am the ruler of Jiujiang, do you dare to come over?" 

Standing in the distance, the Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice didn't look very good. A coldness appeared in his 

eyes. 

"Master of Jiujiang, don't think that by destroying the stars, you can fight against a god-king." Lord Tianji 

said coldly, "Destroying the stars is indeed scary, but you are closer to it than I am, and you really want 

to explode, I'll be fine, but you're sure to die." 

Wang Yi smiled and said, "Oh, Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice, you are so confident, why don't we give it a 

try?" 

Chapter 930: Come on, hurt each other 

In the depths of the destruction cave, in the dark space, a huge black celestial body like the universe is 

suspended in the void, exuding terrifying destruction fluctuations all the time, and this fluctuation is 

faintly related to the destruction cave. 

Destruction waves radiate in all directions like ripples swaying on the surface of a lake, and the closer 

you get to the destruction star, the more powerful the ripples are. The weak Chaos Lord can't even 

break through the ripples, but now there are two powerful ones. Life stands by the side. 

Of course Wang Yi was hiding in the palace. 

The Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice in a gorgeous royal robe stands in the void, and a cosmic abyss-like field 

has been formed around him, filled with mighty power, and everything is dominated by him. 
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This is the universe domain of the **** king, which is many times stronger than the chaos domain 

dominated by chaos. 

The normal Divine King Domain can cover an area with a diameter of 10 trillion light-years. If it is 

motivated, it is not impossible for a trillion light-years, or a trillion light-years. God-king-level 

powerhouses can suppress or even kill the Chaos Lord by relying on this universe domain alone. 

small book booth 

The Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice also has the intention to take down the Chaos Lord on the opposite side, 

but he has scruples in his heart. The universe field does not even dare to approach the destruction of 

the stars, for fear of triggering the explosion of the destruction of the stars. 

He didn't dare to shoot directly. Destruction Star is too unstable, any fluctuation can make it explode. 

The Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice did not dare to take this risk. 

The Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice was thinking about how to control the Lord of Jiujiang without touching 

the destruction of the stars. 

"Soul attack? Will secret technique? Or space transformation?" 

But the soul attack is not his forte, most of the chaos masters can resist, will the secret art? In the 

information he got, that Jiujiang ruler was very powerful in the secret of will. 

As for other means, there is no way to quickly take down the ruler of Jiujiang. 

This is mainly due to the destruction of the stars. Many methods are affected by the destruction of the 

stars, and this is what the Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice is most worried about. 

Of course, he can also do it directly regardless of the life and death of Jiujiang Lord, but he is worried 

that Jiujiang Lord will destroy Qixinghai Source Liquid before he dies. 

Therefore, what the Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice wanted most was to threaten the Lord of Jiujiang to hand 

over the Qixinghai Source Liquid, but the Lord of Jiujiang seemed not to be afraid of death at all, and 

didn't care about his threat at all. 

And Wang Yi was also a little worried when he saw the silence of the Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice. 

He was not very afraid of the Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice, but worried that the Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice 

would call someone. 

Although he didn't know that the Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice and other god-kings joined forces, he also 

understood that the longer the delay here, the more dangerous it would be. 

In fact, the Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice didn't have this idea in his mind at all, because he wanted to take 

the Qixing Sea Origin Liquid by himself, so that he would get the most credit, and then he could get the 

greatest benefit, so he has not told other gods what happened here. king. 

"It can't be delayed any longer." Wang Yi thought to himself, looking at the figure of the god-king who 

was shrouded in the universe. 



I don't know how many forces are chasing after him. The longer he stays here, the worse it will be for 

him. 

He must act. 

"Heaven sacrifices the king." 

Leng Dan's voice came from the palace, and the palace was still flying close to the destruction star, "If 

you don't leave, don't blame me for being rude." 

"Oh?" The Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice laughed. "You are a chaotic master, but dare to threaten a **** 

king? Let me leave, why?" 

Seeing the demeanor of the Lord of Heaven, Wang Yi shook his head. 

He didn't want to say more. 

"Give you a chance to go, if you don't go, don't blame me." 

Wang Yi's divine power suddenly exploded. 

boom! 

Under the inconceivable expression of the Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice, the palace instantly erupted with 

powerful fluctuations, and a divine force stabbed towards the huge destruction star next to it. 

"Stop, are you crazy?" The Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice never thought that Wang Yi would be so crazy, and 

he was a little anxious. This is the destruction of the stars, and the scale is close to the large-scale 

destruction of stars. 

In order to monitor Wang Yi, the Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice deliberately kept a distance from Destroying 

Stars, but he was still a bit close and was still in the "dangerous range". 

He really did not expect that someone would be so crazy that he would take the initiative to attack a 

destroying star, or face to face. 

The king of gods would not dare to do this! 

However, Wang Yi was determined to detonate this star of destruction, and turned a deaf ear to the cry 

of the Lord of Heaven. 

That divine power instantly spanned a distance of hundreds of millions of light-years, was delayed by the 

Destruction Wave, and slammed into the Destruction Star. 

A moment of silence. 

The entire huge black celestial body was still for a moment. 

Even the wave of destruction that radiated outward all the time disappeared for a split second. 

The whole world seemed to be quiet. 



However, the Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice and Wang Yi felt horrified. A terrifying force was bred within the 

destruction of the stars. It was like a sleeping giant being awakened, emitting a thunderous roar of filial 

piety. 

The imminent destruction of the star can't be stopped at all, and no matter how strong the **** king 

can do it. 

Next they will face the terrible power of destroying the stars. 

"It's crazy." The Lord of Heavenly Sacrifice turned around and retreated without hesitation, throwing out 

all kinds of protective treasures crazily. 

"Om! 

! 

" 

The destruction star with a diameter of more than 500 billion light-years exploded in the next moment. 

A terrifying energy fluctuation instantly enveloped the area of hundreds of millions of light-years, and 

rushed to further places at an incredible speed~www.mtlnovel.com~ A million billion light years, a 

trillion light years, a billion billion Light years... are shrouded in the power of destroying the sky and 

destroying the earth. 

And these are all in the powerful area of the destruction of the stars. It was not until the distance was 

unknown that the destruction power gradually weakened and became a wave-like fluctuation, which 

was sensed by other powerhouses. 

When the destruction of the stars broke out, Wang Yi also witnessed this scene in the palace treasure. 

His soul consciousness was blank. 

The power of destroying the stars is too terrifying, just like mortals facing thunder. 

Everything is destroyed, everything becomes nothing, not even the law exists. 

Time doesn't exist, and space doesn't exist either. 

The god-king-level palace that Wang Yi exchanged was motivated by the burning of divine power with all 

his strength, and under the explosion that reached the ultimate power of the god-king, especially Wang 

Yi was completely at the center of the power of the explosion, and the power here was also the 

strongest. 

The explosion of the palace here is like a leaf blown by the strong wind, flying directly to nowhere. 

During this process, the terrifying power was directly transmitted to Wang Yi through the god-king 

palace, and was weakened by the god-king-level armor on Wang Yi's body. 

Wang Yi couldn't fully activate the power of the god-king palace and armor, he could only activate a part 

of it, but after all, it was a god-king-level treasure. Although this star of destruction was close to a large 

size and the power of the explosion was extremely terrifying, it was still in the final stage. God-king level. 



It couldn't destroy the god-king palace, and the impact of the explosion was partially blocked by the 

palace. 

When it was passed on to Wang Yi, it was weakened by the god-king-level armor. 

In the end, Wang Yi endured the remaining shock. 

Wang Yi's body was shocked, and pain came from his powerful body, which was comparable to the 

supreme treasure of the Chaos Master, as if it was torn apart. 

 


